Anatomical correlates of the passive properties underlying the developmental shift in the frequency map of the mammalian cochlea.
As the cochlea develops, the cells in the basal cochlea become sensitive to progressively higher frequencies. To identify features of cochlear morphology that may underlie the place code shift, measurements of infant and adult gerbil cochleas were made at both the light and electron microscopic levels. The measurements included areas of the cochlear duct, basilar membrane, and organ of Corti, height and width of the basilar membrane, thickness of the tympanic cover layer, thickness of the upper and lower basilar membrane fiber bands, and optical density of the basilar membrane. The results indicated that basilar membrane dimensions do not change as the place code shifts and that regions that code for the roughly the same frequency (e.g., approximately 11.2 kHz) at different ages can have basilar membranes of very different dimensions. In contrast, the size of the organ of Corti and the thickness of fiber bands inside the basilar membrane do change in ways consistent with the shift in the frequency map.